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About This Game

Truth: Disorder is an exciting story about a guy named Thoru who once realizes that his whole life is a lie.

The game will surprise you:
- An interesting story full of mysteries and secrets.

- Unexpected twists and turns in the plot.
- Several bright characters, each of which is unique and in interaction with the hero.
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Probably one of the best games I have played in a long time. Good stuff. Worth the two quarters, unless you're a jobless bum
like Warwick Janetzki.. Met a cute girl in the land . My VATS said i'd had a 0% chance to hit that.

10\/10, such realism. Crusaders of the Lost Idols is a clever game that is far too hard core and far too grindy to really be
enjoyable.
The premise is simple, use a group of characters, in a certain \u2018formation\u2019 to complete a goal, say level 350. Each
\u2018crusader\u2019 has slot with equipment as well as powers. By placing certain ones next to other ones you might gain
more damage or more gold. Each level has a goal, when it\u2019s met you move on to the next one. Then you
\u2018reset\u2019 the game which gives you idols. The idols in turn, permanently give you more dps and gold.

The problem is that game is so complex, there are so many different talent and builds, that people have tried to make
spreadsheet to figure it out. Those are so complex you need an MBA just to figure out where to spend your idols. You can try
just any combination, but you will hit a wall and accomplish nothing.

The devs have certain bases campaigns that are available all the time, and then 2 weeks a month, a special event. The difficult
with the game comes with the grindy nature of the game. To finish the last mission of the first world you realistically need about
100k idols. Idols are earned at best at around 100-300 \/ hour. That means doing over 300 hours of mission just to be able to win
it.

You will notice a lot of people have thousands of hours in it. Don\u2019t be fooled. They just let it run, probably with an auto-
clicker to farm idols. Unlike AdCap you can\u2019t just turn it off for months and get a haul of idols. Turn efficiently grind,
you have to babysit the game, and is the most time intensive idle\/clicker game I\u2019ve played. The last mission I did I let it
run for four days straight, to reap a stunning 280 idols.
Bottom Line: Nice game if you have 20,000 hours to spare
. Well Whattaya know, looks like the developer learned something!

Changed to a positive review because the dev is clearly pretty responsive and committed to the game, which definitely has
potential. Aside from content, game could use some tweaks.

Biggest is make the lifesign tracker easier to purchase so I'm not left wandering around for an hour through a larger 6+ area map
looking for that last mob, or at the very least, provide some kind of hint as to their general vicinity. Also, when entering combat,
show the radar map dots of all visible enemies, with ones far away on the border of the radar so I can easily tell where they all
are without looking all over. Also, moving guys around can be a little glitchy, maybe eliminate the ability to turn them to face a
certain way? I never use that and don't see any point in it.

In space combat, a more detailed scan of enemy ships would be useful, showing weapon load-outs and shield strength in
particular. Also, when buying weapons, detailed info on difference in damage between shield vs armor.

Good job on the music, I don't like all the tracks, but it is a huge improvement.. how do i cancel my payment of this product?. I
only played for 22 minutes and the game could be something if the devs worked real hard on the game for @ least 6 month.
Frame drops on menu, when shooting robots and some areas of map. There isn't much to the map or game it just looks like they
through something togethor in a few months. I don't recommend right now, so refunding.. Lets start this review on Math Fun by
getting straight to the point. THIS. GAME. IS. AMAZING. From the amazing detail to all aspects of the game to absolutely
GORGEOUS graphics this game is just absolutely amazing and deserves an award due to its amazing gameplay and all the great
aspects. When launching the game you are given a great menu that has THREE(!) options for different graphics settings with the
resolution going up to 1680 x 1050 (which looks absolutely great and is becoming the new 4K) and the only graphics setting is
Normal, which may sound bad and sound like it looks terrible, but compared to AAA games such as Just Cause 4, it is like being
in heaven. When the game fully loads, you are greeted to an amazing sound track made by some random artist and it blows
games like Undertale out of the water! The games mechanics work great and can be run on low end systems even on full settings
at a whopping 1500 fps on even my GTX 1050 Ti. The games levels do challenge you on your math skills to complete levels and
earn rewards such as depression and suicidal thoughts, but also give you a sense of doubt of why you spent your money on this
steamy pile of elephant faeces (which is the best reward in my opinion and is just so amazing!). The game itself is just
absolutely amazing and I simply CANNOT wait to see this game win an award.. Claims to support keyboard and mouse but it
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doesn't. Although I can move around I am aways moving in the same directions. Moving my head points me at something but
pressing "W" to move forward moves me relative to me start position.
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Ohhhh... The game promises to be spiritual succesor to 16-bit games such as Front Mission: Gun Hazard, Metall Warriors,
Cybernator, Ex-Ranza etc.

Actually, it has nothing to do with this games. Poor mech customization, poor graphics and sound, slow paced and repeptitive
gameplay, lack of ideas and easter eggs make this game worth playing once, when you have nothing to do (or play). Game has
no replay value.. Free software... Check.
Good quality headphones or audio system... Check.
Swivel chair... Check.

Sit back and enjoy the show of this immersive 7 minutes mini opera.. It's pretty fun, but I would love it if they made the easiest
difficulty a bit easier (by for example removing the spider chasing you and making enemy projectiles move slower). Definitely
worth it.. This is honestly one of the best VR games available. So many competitive FPS games in VR try to beat each other out
on being realistic, but Reactor Heart just focused on raw fun. Developer is active in game, as well as in the game's official
Discord server. I recommend joining, as there's a bot that will tell you whenever someone starts a match in-game, so you're
never without a match!. Underrated Gem!. this is a good game but i can't find any players when searching online.
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